Master of Engineering Science

1  Enrolment requirements
   To enrol in the program, a person must—
   (a)  hold—
        (i)  for the 16-unit program, an approved degree in the same discipline; or
        (ii) for the 24-unit program, an approved degree in the same discipline; and
   (b)  satisfy the executive dean and head of school that, based on the student’s academic
        record, the student is qualified for admission.

2  Field of study
   A student must undertake the program in an approved field.

3  Program requirements
   (1)  To complete the 16-unit program, a student must complete 16 units from the MEngSc course
        list in the approved field.
   (2)  To complete the 24-unit program, a student must complete 24 units from the MEngSc course
        list in the approved field.

4  Maximum credit for other study
   The maximum credit the associate dean (academic) may grant to a student for other study is 8
   units.

   Note  See PPL 3.50.03 Credit for Previous Studies and Recognised Prior Learning